
 

Viking Footwear hunting highlights 2023 
Keep your mind on the hunt and your eyes on the prize with Viking’s premium hunting boots.  
 
Viking’s hunting collection is designed with the needs of the hunter in mind, providing 
unsurpassed support, flexibility, protection and dryness, all in one precision package. Our 
attention to detail allows you to put your mind at ease and allow you to focus on the hunt. 
Your comfort on foot can make or break your hunting trip, and with Viking, you have one 
less, big, thing to worry about. 
 
Protection is our focus 
 
We have sourced both highly modern, as well as tried and true components to make put you 
in the best position to take aim without worry. This includes famed GORETEX membranes 
as well as the BOA® Fit System for precision comfort and of course rugged and durable 
leather uppers which are timeless and withstand the elements time and time again. Let's 
get hunting! 
 
Villrein High GTX BOA (3-53935) 
 
Villrein High BOA GTX delivers GORE-TEX waterproof protection, comfort, and durability 
for hours of tracking through backcountry wilderness. Enjoy the hunt with a supportive 
upper made of tough full-grain leather, equipped with the BOA® Fit System for a fast and 
effortless precision fit. Get an unbeatable high traction grip with UGC® rubber outsoles. 
Villrein High BOA GTX has a medium-wide last and lightweight EVA midsole with excellent 
cushioning for all-day comfort. 
 

 
 
 
Colors:  Black/Red , Dark Brown/Red 
Sizes: 36-48 
RRP: Nok 3 299,- Sek 3 300,- Dkk 2500,- Euro 329,90,- 
  



 

Villrein High GTX M (3-53940) 
 
The mountains are calling, and Villrein High GTX is ready to go! These versatile hunting 
boots feature an extended high cut ankle support to protect you through changing terrain, 
rough conditions and land features, as well as to buttress your legs during challenging 
uphills. Villrein GTX combines GORE-TEX waterproof protection and quick-drying comfort 
for any adventure in unpredictable terrain and weather. Excel in technical terrain with 
rugged full-grain leather uppers and the help of Viking's Ultimate Grip Concept outsoles. 
They offer a sturdy high-traction experience and a fit that renders a perfect balance of 
cushioning and control with the use of a combination EVA sole, utilizing varying hardness in 
zones where it is needed.  These dynamic hunters cannot be beat. 

 
Colors: Black/Red, Dark Brown/Red 
Sizes: 41-48 
RRP: Nok 2599,- Sek 2600,- Dkk 1900,- Euro 259,90 
 
Villrein High GTX W (3-53950) 
 
The mountains are calling, and Villrein High GTX is ready to go! These versatile hunting 
boots feature extended ankle support to protect you through changing terrain and 
challenging uphills. Villrein GTX combines GORE-TEX waterproof protection and quick-
drying comfort for any adventure in unpredictable terrain and weather. Excel in technical 
terrain with rugged full-grain leather uppers and the help of Viking's Ultimate Grip Concept 
outsoles. They offer a sturdy high-traction experience and a fit that renders a perfect 
balance of cushioning and control with the use of a combination EVA sole, utilizing varying 
hardness in zones where it is needed.  These dynamic hunters cannot be beat. 

 
Colors: Black/Red , Dark Brown/Red 
Sizes: 36-42 
RRP: Nok 2599,- Sek 2600,- Dkk 1900,- Euro 259,90 



 

Villrein Mid GTX M (3-53945) 
 
The mountains are calling, and Villrein Mid GTX is ready to go! These versatile hunting 
boots feature a mid-cut frame just over the ankle for continued stability in rough terrain but 
ease in technical hikes and ascents. Villrein GTX combines GORE-TEX waterproof 
protection and quick-drying comfort for any adventure in unpredictable terrain and 
weather. Excel in technical terrain with rugged full-grain leather uppers and the help of 
Viking's Ultimate Grip Concept outsoles.  They offer a sturdy high-traction experience and 
a fit that renders a perfect balance of cushioning and control with the use of a combination 
EVA sole, utilizing varying hardness in zones where it is needed. These dynamic hunters 
cannot be beat. 

 
Colors: Black/Red , Dark Brown/Red 
Sizes: 41-48 
RRP: Nok 2299,- Sek 2300,- Dkk 1700,- Euro 229,90,- 
 
Villrein Mid GTX W (3-53955) 
 
The mountains are calling, and Villrein mid GTX is ready to go! These versatile hunting 
boots feature a mid cut frame just over the ankle for continued stability in rough terrain but 
ease in technical hikes and ascents. Villrein GTX combines GORE-TEX waterproof 
protection and quick-drying comfort for any adventure in unpredictable terrain and 
weather. Excel in technical terrain with rugged full-grain leather uppers and the help of 
Viking's Ultimate Grip Concept outsoles. They offer a sturdy high-traction experience and a 
fit that renders a perfect balance of cushioning and control with the use of a combination 
EVA sole, utilizing varying hardness in zones where it is needed. These dynamic hunters 
cannot be beat. 

 
Colors: Black/Red , Charcoal/Light Blue 
Sizes: 36-42 
RRP: Nok 2299,- Sek 2300,- Dkk 1700,- Euro 229,90,- 



 

 
 

Contact person: Ida Fjell 

Contact phone number: 0047 909 77 043 

High-resolution images available for download at: 

http://www.brandmaster.no/ 

Login : VikingGuest 

Password: Mediaguest19 

 


